Hillman and Conklin elected to New Jersey “Hall of Fame”

The New Jersey Decoy Collectors Association have elected two lions of the Garden State’s waterfowling carving and collecting heritage to their Hall of Fame: Hurley Conklin and John Hillman. It was the first time that the club has added members to that roster who have previously passed away. Both are worthy of this honor.

Many consider Hurley Conklin of Manahawkin the last of New Jersey’s professional decoy makers. Born in 1909, one of Hillman’s classmates at Point Pleasant High School was Lloyd Johnson, with whom he developed a lifelong friendship. At the time, their only interest in decoys was as a means of attracting wildfowl. After marrying his wife Isabelle, he built a house in nearby Sea Girt, where he worked as a builder and carpenter.

In 1945, his friend Lloyd stopped by to visit, asking Johnny to be on the lookout for shorebirds, geese and old duck decoys. From that day on, Hillman’s interest in collecting decoys started to bloom. His first trade was to Lloyd: a Henry Grant brant in original paint for a Hurley Conklin bluebill. He always referred to that swap as the price he paid for a “decoy education.”

Johnny and Lloyd became decoy collecting buddies, spending many weekends scouring South Jersey, looking for old decoys and dividing equally whatever they found. Frank Schmidt once remarked: “There seemed to be a ‘Me and Lloyd’ story for about every bird in Johnny’s collection.”

Eventually, Hillman began selling and trading his extra decoys at the local shows. At one of those shows, Lloyd introduced him to Bill Mackey, and they became good friends and traded decoys often. Macky introduced him to Bill Purnell, who supplied him with some good Southern birds. In time, his list of contacts grew to include Amos Waterfield, Bill and Elizabeth Kross, King Hemming, Mort Hanson, Bob White, Bobby Richardson, Henry Fleckenstein and Somers Headley, just to name a few.

One of the highlights of his collecting career was attending the Mackey auctions on Cape Cod. He stayed at the Craigville Motel and enjoyed the buying, selling and trading that took place in the pool area, the parking lot and the motel rooms. He reserved the same room at the motel for the summer decoy auctions for years. Over the years, he traveled extensively, attending decoy shows in many other parts of the country.

“What was always so fascinating was Johnny’s willingness to share his vast knowledge of decoys,” said Frank Schmidt. Jimmy Allen, a student of Johnny’s and an occasional hunting buddy, remarked, “He taught me so much about decoys and collecting, but more importantly, taught me about the true meaning of friendship, preaching, ‘never let a piece of wood come between you and a friend.’”

The late Bud Ward once said, “If there were a hall of fame for decoy collectors, John Hillman would be the first selected.”

To become a member of the NJDCA Hall of Fame, a nominee must be a collector or carver for 25 years, have contributed as an author or researcher concerning decoy history and willingly shared their knowledge with other collectors. For more information on the club, contact Jaime Lloyd at (609) 703-6143.